My adventures in MAREK-LAND

Dinner POD, WROCLAW, June 2, 2016
How do we meet in person? We do NOT KNOW!

We met on line, not match.com etc. Publishing strangeness
signature 1979 – 1982 I trigger Marek’s strange interest!
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Anikina M. et al.
A Study of \Lambda^- Production
in Central Nucleus-Nucleus Interactions
at a Momentum of 4.5 GeV/c Per Incident Nucleon

Transverse momenta and rapidities of \Lambda's produced in central
nucleus-nucleus collisions at 4.5 GeV/c per nucleon /CO, CN, CNe, OCO, C2R, CPb, OPb/ have been studied and compared with those from inelastic
He-Li interactions at the same incident momentum. Polarization of \Lambda
hyperons was found to be consistent /within the errors/ with zero
(\Delta P_L \approx 0.06 \pm 0.11) for 224 \Lambda's from central collisions. The upper limit
of \Lambda/\Lambda production ratio was estimated to be less than \times 10^{-2} at a 90%
confidence level.

The analyzed experimental data were obtained using the triggered
2 m streamer spectrometer SKM-200.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High
Energies, JINR.

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1983
A meeting with RHI data also between us: September 1988

SQM1995–Tucson
Now look back to a place not far from Wroclaw

We were 13 years younger in mid February 2003 and the setting was more adventures
There was a nice bar . . .

But that was not THE adventure
The adventure started elsewhere

We decided to go by car from Landek-Zdrój to Frankfurt with a stop in...
Marek, what exactly happened in Prague?
A list of losses

- An old tennis bag with . . .
- New bottle of Wódka Wyborowa – here comes the replacement – MAJA!
- Some dirty ware
- Pay as you go emergency cell phone with little credit remaining

We were parked in front of police office but it seemed odd to make this report.
We meet again - 4 months later in...
2003 Zakopane

What happened to the mountain climbing lady?
She married

The right guy 3 months later in Las Vegas
And we kept celebrating in 2003
2004 November – Tucson Colloquium

Mariachis and another mountain to climb!
2007 An evening with the family in Niederdorfelden

I admired the order and organization so much that I asked for permission to photograph the communication center.
Thank you Magda and Marek for many years of friendship, Operas, adventures and always so much fun!
Na zdrowie Marek, **Ludwik** and friends invite us all to celebrate your 60th birthday!